Abstract-This paper provided a design method for configuration synthesis of micro/nano-positioning stage with bridge-type mechanism based on graph theory. The structural characteristics of stage were discussed first. Then, these modules made up of micro/nano-positioning stage were abstracted. Thus the stage could be described with a tree-graph. According to the spanning tree theory, several possible configurations of stage were enumerated correspondingly. Subsequently, the configuration synthesis of six bridge-type mechanisms was investigated and 720 results were obtained. Rules for generating structures with symmetry were established. On the basis of this, several innovative structures were presented, and one example was chosen for further analysis. The performance of the selected stage was confirmed by finite element analysis (FEA), and a prototype of the selected stage was fabricated for performance tests. Both FEA simulation and experimental studies well validate the performance of the selected stage that is expected to be adopted in micro/nano-positioning stage. Furthermore, the result of this paper provides a practicable approach for the structural design of stage and the design method based on graph theory is effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the development of precision engineering, micro/nano-positioning stage driven by stack type piezoelectric elements plays a very important role in modern technology. During the past two decades considerable research has been conducted to develop micro/nano-positioning stage to be used for purposes such as biological cell manipulation in biotechnology [1] , micro-component assembly in micro-technology [2] , scanning probe microscope [3] , and single-step nanoimprint lithography [4] . Whereas, the design methods of micro/nano-positioning stage are mostly from the designers' inspiration, and the design about stage with multi-DOFs is always difficult. Choi et al. [5] proposed a novel piezo-driven compliant stage for long travel range with nano-motion. Li et al. [6] provided a totally decoupled flexure-based XY parallel micromanipulator with both input and output decoupling. Despite several XY stage designs that exist in the literature [7] [8] , achieving multi-DOFs for the stage has been a challenge. In recent research, XYθ Z , XYZ, Zθ X θ Y and 6-DOF stages have been developed. Yi et al. [9] , Lu et al. [10] and Chang et al. [11] focused studies on XYθ Z -stages. In some applications, such as optical alignment, XYZ-stage is required. Xu et al. [12] presented a design procedure for a new decoupled flexure-based XYZ compliant parallel-kinematics micropositioning stage and designed an XYZ-stage owned a compact structure constructed by three monolithic limbs and has both input and output decoupling properties. Zhang et al. [13] developed a novel three degree of freedom numerically controlled micro-positioning table for applications such as improving the machining precision of precision grinders. Cheng et al. [14] developed a 6-DOF monolithic nanopositioning stage for three coordinate measuring machine (CMM) with nanometer resolution. Liang et al. [15] described the design of a micro-scale manipulator based on a six-DOF compliant parallel mechanism (CPM) with integrated force sensor.
In the past few years, many researchers had devoted to finding a systematic approach to design all possible structures. The pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) approach was firstly put forward by Howell [16] , which was widely used in analysis of compliant mechanisms, despite its inadequacy in the structural design. A Freedom and Constraint Topology (FACT) approach, which is based on screw theory and founded on constraint-based design theory, was proposed by Hopkins et al. [17] to aid the conceptual design of compliant mechanisms. Yu et al. [18] provided a systematic formulation of the type synthesis of parallel, serial, and hybrid flexure systems via a mapping from a geometric concept to physical entity. The whole type synthesis principle was built upon screw system theory and the modified FACT approach. So far, more and more researchers have set out to study on the systematic approach.
Graph theory is an emerging branch of mathematics, which is mainly used to study a collection of vertices or nodes and a collection of edges that connect pairs of vertices. It plays a very significant role in the structural design of mechanism. The design with the aid of graph theory is simply and quickly. Lin et al. [19] studied the structural synthesis of compliant translational mechanisms (CT mechanisms) with the aid of graph theory. Yan et al. [20] provided an algorithm, based on graph theory, for enumerating all feasible serial and/or parallel combined mechanisms from the given rotary or translational power source and specific kinematic building blocks. Yu et al. [21] put forward a simple but effective configuration synthesis method for reconfigurable robot based on the graph theory. The algorithm put forward by Yan et al. [20] was modified and employed in this paper.
In the remainder of the paper, the design and enumeration of micro/nano-positioning stage are presented in Section II, where a 5-DOF positioning stage is proposed as an example for the subsequent studies. The performance of the 5-DOF positioning stage was confirmed by finite element analysis (FEA) in Section III. Moreover, the stage is fabricated along with experiments conducted in Section IV. Finally, some concluding remarks are summarized in Section V.
II. DESIGN AND ENUMERATION OF MICRO/NANO-POSITIONING STAGE

A. The Process of Configuration Synthesis
Micro/nano-positioning stage commonly employs piezoelectric actuators (PZT) which is known for the unique features of compact size, swift response, high resolution, electrical mechanical coupling efficiency, and low heat and flexure hinges which have negligible stickslip, continuous displacement, negligible backlash, no need for lubrication, and high precision [22] . Although piezoelectric actuators can provide a larger output force, they have a limited deformation range of about 10μm/cm. The small displacement is not sufficient for most general engineering applications, thus the amplifying mechanism is necessary in the micro/nano-positioning stage. According to the amplify theory, the displacementamplification mechanisms can be divided into four classes: the lever-type mechanism, the bridge-type mechanism [23] , the eight-bar mechanism and the ScottRussel mechanism [24] , as shown in TABLE I. Thus, micro/nano-positioning stage can be transformed into the graph consisting of a collection of vertices and a collection of edges that connect pairs of vertices, where vertices denote modules and edges denote the relationship between them. Select the appropriate modules based on design requirements: Select the appropriate modules to prepare for the design. One or two class module can be selected for the micro/nano-positioning stage, which is characteristic of compact structure. However, in order to obtain multi-DOFs for the stage, the number of each module can be selected more. The modules are identified as single-input and single-output mechanisms. Thus, the input/output links can be represented as (J input , J output ) for every module. Then, their possible representations of input-output joint types are listed in TABLE I.
The bridge-type amplification mechanism has a compact structure and a large displacement amplification ratio. Two bridge-type mechanisms are selected in the introduction of the approach.
Generate the connected digraph: The connected digraph called path-digraph represents all possible paths of motion transmission among these modules. The pathdigraph, D, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be generated by representing the numbered modules and the stage as labeled vertices, and using the directed edges to describe all the feasible combination relationships between any two vertices that could be combined. In the path-digraph, the stage is represented as the vertice M, and the direction of each edge indicates the direction of motion transmission. In order to aviod repetitive spanning tree when the selected modules belong to one class, the directed edges between any two numbered vertices can be reduced to only one. As shown in Fig. 2 . Enumerate all spanning trees of the path-digraph: Enumerate all spanning trees of the path-digraph by adopting the algorithm of tree enumeration in graph theory [25] . Two mathematical forms, edge permutation sequence (EPS) and path-incidence matrix, are applied to capture the information of all directed edges in the pathdigraph [20] . The edge permutation sequences for the simplified path-digraph D s is presented as:
where e i represents the i th directed edge in the simplified path-digraph D s , the first row lists every starting point of the corresponding directed edge, and the second row lists every end point of the corresponding directed edge.
According to the principle of the path-incidence matrix in graph theory, the corresponding path-incidence matrice of the simplified path-digraph D s is: 
For a path-digraph, let B R (reduced incidence matrix) be its path-incidence matrix B with the row corresponding the vertex 'M' removed, and let R B be a matrix (nonnegative reduced incidence matrix) by changing all elements of -1 in B R to 0. Then, the reduced incidence matrix B and nonnegative reduced incidence matrix R B can be obtained as follow: 
According to the formula of spanning tree in graph theory, the possible spanning graphs can be generated by expanding the determinant of product matrix
is a diagonal matrix and the value of each non-zero element can be explained as the number of directed edges from each vertex to others except the vertex M. Thus, the number in the product matrix can be substituted for the addition of corresponding directed edges. Therefore, the expansions of the determinant of T R R B B i can be obtained as:
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Each term in (5) donates a spanning tree of the simplified path-digraph D s in Fig. 2 and the corresponding spanning graphs can be drawn according to the edge permutation sequence in (1). Thus, a feasible stage should be represented as a spanning in-tree with the stage as the endpoint. Subsequently, all feasible spanning graphs can be obtained based on the principle, as shown in Fig. 3 . 
B. Configuration synthesis of micro/nano-positioning stage with multi-DOFs.
The approach presented in the previous section will be applied to the configuration of stage with multi-DOFs. To obtain multi-DOFs, six bridge-type mechanisms will be selected, because the bridge-type mechanism has a compact structure and a large displacement amplification ratio. According to the proposed simplified principle, the simplified path-digraph D 1 can be generated, as shown in Fig. 5 . 
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According to the method mentioned above, B, B R and Analyze and select based on principles: In order to reduce the volume, micro/nano-positioning stage is commonly designed in a compact structure. On the other hand, symmetrical structure for the stage is beneficial to restrict the parasitic movement and reduce the coupling errors of input displacement, eventually to improve the positioning precision of the stage. The two principles will be applied to analyze and select the results obtained in the previous section.
When the No. of connected to stage directly is 1, the stage could be 1-DOF stage, e.g. e 1 e 7 e 12 e 13 e 17 e 20 and e 1 e 7 e 8 e 9 e 14 e 11 . These structures are complicated, which is contrary to the principle of compact. These 1-DOF stages could be eliminated. Therefore, you can choose the smaller number of modules in the design of 1-DOF stage in order to achieve a compact structure.
When the No. is 2 or more, the stage could be multiDOFs. Structural symmetry plays a crucial role in the performance of the micro/nano-positioning stage. All the results can be divided into two categories, nonsymmetrical structures and symmetrical structures. Those non-symmetrical structures could be eliminated, e.g. e 1 e 2 e 8 e 9 e 17 e 15 , e 1 e 2 e 3 e 9 e 10 e 15 , and e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 5 e 20 . These spanning trees are shown in Fig. 6 To overcome the coupled motion between the outputs, the motion guide mechanism with flexures is essential in the stage. Finally, the schematic drawing and the model of the 5-DOF monolithic nanopositioning stage are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively. When a displacement (0.02mm) is applied at the two input ends of the bridge-type mechanism, a static structural analysis along the x-axis is carried out and the stage deformation is depicted in Fig. 9 . With the same method, the maximal displacement along the X-, Y-, and Z-axis are 434μm, 435μm and 286μm. When the 5-DOF stage reaches the maximum displacement along the X-, Y-and Z-axis, the maximum stress occurring at the beam hinge point are 392.57Mpa, 394.99Mpa and 393.27Mpa, respectively. These are all quite smaller than the yield strength of 780Mpa (65Mn), as shown in TABLE V. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to verify the maximal displacement of stage, experimental system are set up shown in Fig.10 , which consists of PZT (Pst 40VS15), PZT controller and laser sensor. The PZT achieves input resolution at 0.8nm, along with maximum stroke at 40μm under closed-loop control. Taking the output along x-axis as an example, when the PZT input displacement increase, output is detected by the laser sensor ILD1700 (MICRO-EPSILON) with resolution of 0.25μm and measuring range 10mm. The experimental result and ANSYS simulation result are shown in Fig. 11 . The maximum travel along the x-axis is 354μm. The results are shown in TABLE VI. Compared with the ANSYS simulation result, the experimental result is less than that. There are two reasons, one is that PZT stiffness is neglected in the ANSYS simulation, and the other is mainly stemmed from the change of material property caused by hightemperature of wire cutting. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this paper presented a feasible approach based on graph theory to obtain several possible configurations of micro/nano-positioning stage with bridge-type amplification mechanism. By this method, several innovative structures with multi-DOFs could be obtained exactly and directly. The performance of a newly 5-DOF positioning stage was confirmed by FEA and experimental studies, which show that the newly 5-DOF stage has a larger displacement output and has a compact structure.
Although bridge-type mechanism was only selected in this paper, this method was also applicable for other amplifying mechanisms in the configuration of micro/nano-positioning stage. The result of this paper demonstrates that this method is effective for the structural design of stage. Meanwhile, the design method with the aid of graph theory is simple and quick. 
